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CAR OWNERSHIP AND WELFARE-TO-WORK

February 21, 2001

Abstract: This study examines the role of car ownership m faclhtatmg employment among

recipients under the current weIfare-to-work law Because of a potential problem with

simultaneity, the analyms uses an instrumental variable constructed from insurance premmms

and population density for car ownership The data comes from a 1999-2000 survey of TANF

reclplents in the Los Angeles metropohtan area. The empmcaI results show a slgmficant

independent contrabutlon of car ownership on employment The presence of an observed

ownership is assoclated with 12 percentage point increase m the odds of being employed

Moreover, the results re&care that lowering insurance premmms by $100 can increase the odds

of employment by 4 percentage points

Keywords Welfare reform, employment, transportahon
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INTRODUCTION

This study examines the role of car ownership in faclhtatlng employment among

recipients under the current welfare-to-work law The question on the effectiveness ofthls form

of transportatlon has become more important since Congress enacted the 1996 Personal

Responslblhty and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act (PRWORA), which dramatically

altered lhls natmn’s social pohcy TANF (Temporary Assistance to Needy Families) replaced

the old AFDC (Aid to Famlhes with Dependent Children) program, but the transformation went

well beyond renaming the welfare system Instead of providing an income entitlement, the

legislation calls for ending welfare dependency through economic self-sufficiency. New

regulatmns limit cash support, place time hmlts on benefits, mandate strong work requirements,

and delegate the implementation to the states and local agencies As a result of these reforms,

hundreds of thousands of recipients have entered the labor market, but their ablhty to find a job

remains problematic Successful restructuring of the welfare system requires implementing

agencies; to eliminate as many bamers as possible, but time hmlts constrain the number of

available programmatic options° Despite the fact that many recipients are severely disadvantaged

by hmited education and work expenence, strategies have shifted from training and schooling to

placing m&viduals in a job as quickly as possible. With this focus on a jobs-first approach,

tackling transportation bamers has emerged as a top pnonty. A 1996 survey of California

reclplenl s reveals that among the immediate bamers, inadequate transportation is a close second

behind inadequate chIldcare (Blumenberg and Ong, 1999). Providers are keenly aware of this. 

1999 R~dqD survey reports that about nine-tenths of county welfare administrators in California
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stated that transportation problems hinder the implementation of welfare reform (Ebener, 1999).

The existing hterature re&cares that car ownership can facilitate the movement from

welfare to work Unfortunately, the existing stu&es have a potential flaw because car ownership

may not be an independent factor. This study addresses this issue and is organized into four

parts The first part revlews the relevant hterature, and the second part describes a conceptual

model using an instrumenlal variable to address the causahty problem The third section presents

the data from a recent survey of TANF recipients m the Los Angeles metropohtan area, and the

multivariate methods used to estimate the independent contnbutmn of car ownership on

employment. Part four presents the major findings automobile ownership has a posatlve and

mzeable impact on having a job, even after controlling for other factors. The last part &scusses

the pohcy and programmatic lmphcatmns Given the findings, welfare progranas should faclhtate

the ownership of a rehable car through modlficatmns of ehg~b~hty reqmrements and the creatmn

of support services.

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

At the heart of the transportation problem is the fact that most employment opportumtles

are located far from where reclpaents reside 2 Many on welfare are trapped in the mner-caty,

2. Working outside one’s amine&ate neaghborhood is not umque to welfare recipaents but is a
fact of life for the vast majority of workers Nationally, the average one-way work commute
reported in the 1995 National Transportatmn Survey as 12 m~les and 20 minutes by automobile
and 13 males, and 42 minutes by pubhc transit (Hu and Young, 1999, p. 42). This travel-to-work
pattern ~s embedded in a sprawhng urban structure built on the avaflabality of automobiles. Solo
travel by car is the most wadely used means to get to work, accounting for 80 percent of all work
trips. Another 11 percent are m a carpool. Even among the working poor, 84 percent travel by
private vehicle to work, and, furthermore, 83 percent of working single parents do the same
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spatially isolated from the expanding number of suburbamzed jobs and poorly qualified for many

of the jobs remaining in the central business districts (Kasarda, 1980; Kam, 1992, Coulton and

Banla, [997; Bama, Coulton and Leete, t999, Rich, 1999) This problem is compounded by the

fact that firms tend to avoid recrumng in low-income, minority neighborhoods (Karschelm:an and

Neckennan, 1991) Because the entry-level job market relies heavily on walk-in applicants,

informal referrals, and face-to-face contact, those looking for work must go outside their

neighborhoods to seek openings, file applications and conduct interviews When recipients do

find work, most have jobs that are miles away from home (Ong and Blumenberg, I998) 

course, not all welfare rec:plents reside m job-scarce, inner-city neighborhoods, but even in job-

rich neighborhoods, most welfare recipients find employment outside their immediate

community (Blumenberg and Ong, 1998) W’mle the geographic banner has been viewed as 

"spatial mismatch," the problem IS also one of a transportatmn "mismatch" (Taylor and Ong,

1995)

One logical solutmn to the transportatmn problems facing recipients is auto ownership.

A private vehicle would enable them to conduct a geographically broader job-search, accept

employment offers farther away from home, improve work attendance, and mimm~ze the

commul e burden. Unfortunately, car ownership rates are low for welfare recipients relative to

the general population, and public transit, with its fixed routes and hmlted schedules, is a poor

substitute. In other words, there is a mismatch between the needs of moving people from welfare

to work and the transportation resources avmlable to rec~p:ents

(Murakmnl and Young, 1997). On the other hand, relying on public transportation is not only
outside the norm but also seriously restricts employment opportumties, particularly for minorities
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There is evldence that employment and car ownership are tied to each other. Studies of

welfare recipients find that employment is correlated with car ownership.3 In one study,

employment rates were 14 percentage points higher for those with a car than those without one,

and after controlling for other causal factors (e g, age, educatlon, years on welfare, etc ), the rate

decreased only slightly to 12 percentage points (Ong, 1996). In another study, recipients with 

car were nearly ten times more likely to find a job and leave welfare than those without a car

(Cervero, Sandoval and Landis, 1999). Among those receiving welfare, the average number 

vehicle for a family with at least one working member is three times larger than the average

number of vehicles for a family without a working member (Passero, 1996) Correlation,

however, is not causality The critical question is does car ownership enhances the ablhty to find

employment, or does employment enhances the ability to own a vehicle. It is hkely that

causahty flows in both directions.

One study has addressed the causality problem using state-level variation on gas taxes

and insurance premmm as an instrumental variable (Raphael and Race, 2000). These findings

show that automobile ownership has a slgmficant impact on Increasing employment; however,

that study has two limitations The first IS that It rehes on average insurance cost, whlch falls to

capture the conmderable within-state variation m premiums. The second limitation is the use of

pre-TANF data (the fourth waves of the 1992 and 1993 Survey of Income and Program

(Taylor and Ong, 1995).

3. The positive effect on car ownership on employment has also been documented for minontles
m general (Raphael and Stoll, 2000). Racial differences m ownership rate accounts for 
percent of the employment gap between whites and blacks, and 17 percent of the employment
gap between whites and Latinos.
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Partlclpatlon) Given the radical changes Imposed by PRWORA, particularly the emphasis on

jobs-first and time limits, it is uncertain that the earher findings can be extrapolated to current

welfare recipients. Conditions are now dlfferent because there IS enormous pressure to find a job,

regardless of car ownership.4 There is, then, still an empmcal question whether car ownerslup

makes a difference under welfare reform

CONCEPTUAL MODEL

There are empirical methods to address the causality problem To understand the nature

of the problem, we start with a simple model, where the probability of being employed at time

"t", E,,t, is modeled as follow

I) Prob(E,,O = f(X,, E,,,_,, A,,L)

X is a wector of the personal characteristics, household factors, and programmatic features that

affect ernployrnent,s The key personal characteristics are the marketable skills of a recipient. The

more human capital, the greater the chance that the prevalhng market wage is higher than the

4. This shift can be conceived as a transition from one steady state to another. The pnor (pre-
TANF) state had an "equilibrium" characterized by a weak attachment to the labor market and 
low rate of employment for many recipients. This is due m part to a stream of benefits with a
relatively long-time horizon Welfare reform is an "exogenous" shock dramatlcally altenng the
present value of paid work relative to benefits by shortening the time horizon on the latter. This,

in turn, ]brces individuals to adjust their behawor with respect to employment. How well and
qmckly they respond lunges on their initial endowment of human capital and other resources,
including access to an automobile. New data are being collected for the TANF populations, but
the analyses are at an early stage or based on rumple cross tabulations (Crew and Eyerman, 1999;
Coahtmn for Workforce Preparatmn, 1999, Green et al., 2000, Danzlger et al, 1999; Work,
Welfare and Famihes and the Chicago Urban League, 2000).

5. See Moffitt, 1992 for summary of discussion on the key independent variables.
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reservation wage (the wage reqmred to make working economlcally worthwhile) Household

factors are related to obhgatmns a recipient has within the household, and the greater the

obligations, the lower the odds of being employed. Programmatic features are related to the

impact of welfare regulatmns and partampatlon m programs on the ablhty or need to be

employed. Past employment (E,.,.~) should be a strong pre&ctor of current employment because

many with prior empIoyment are able to continue with their emptoyer or are better positioned to

find a new job They are more famflaar w,~th and connected to the labor market, and they have

work-related experiences that g~ve them an advantage with potential employers. Moreover, past

employment may capture unobserved m&wdual charactenstlcs related to the wllhngness and

ablhty to work. Prior employment is hkely to be correlated with many of the other independent

variables; consequently, X, captures the probablhty of current employment after accounting for

the ampact of past employment. A,t is included to capture the effect &scussed above of auto

ownership on employment

Equation (I) by ~tself ~s problematac because automobile ownership may be a functmn 

employment In other words, there as a second equatmn"

2) Prob(&..3 = g(E,.t, Y,)

Current employment (E,.~) can increase the probabflaty of owning a car because there 

more income. Y, is the vector of other causal factors Equatmns (1) and (2) form a system 

simultaneous equatmns One way to address this problem is to estimate equatmn (1) using art

instrumental variable for car ownershlp -- IV(AI,,t) -- constructed from exogenous variable 

variables that are highly correlated with car ownership but not correlated with the stochastic
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component for equation (1). The instrumental variable for automobile ownership can 

conceived as a function of two factors

IV(A,,,t)=h(C,, N,)

C, is related to the cost of auto ownership, and N, is related to the need for auto ownership. Costs

can vary for a number of reasons, including the costs beyond that associated with purchasing a

vehicle The need for a car can vary with the avallablhty of alternative transportation and the

proxlmlly of desired destinations With the appropnate instrumental variable, equation (1) can

be modified as follow"

3) Prob(E,.t)=qX,, E,.t.,, IV(A, 

Estimating equation (3) should produce unbiased estimates of the impact of car ownership 

employment

DATA AND METHODOLOGY

This study uses data from a survey of TANF recipients in the urbanized areas of the Los

Angeles County 6 The sample is restncted to cases headed by a single female (the most common

6 The metropolitan area is coterminous with Los Angeles County The survey was sponsored by
the Department of Pubhc Social Services of Los Angeles County, designed by the Lewis Center
for Regional Policy Studies at UCLA, and conducted by the Survey Research Center at the
California State Univermty, Fullerton. The sample was drawn from administrative flies for those
in the welfare-to-work program in September, October or November of 19990 The administrative
files also provide hmxted reformation on work and welfare history. The survey is based on
stratified samples for each of the five districts for the County Board of Supervisors. The
questmmlaire was automated in a CATI (Computer Assisted Telephone Interview) system and
administered over the telephone in English, Spanish, Vietnamese, and Armenian. The survey,
which was conducted between late November 1999 and February 2000, contains over fifteen
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type of welfare household) between the ages of 18 and 45 and reqmred to participate in welfare-

to-work A total of 770 observations meet these criteria. The outcome (dependent) variable 

dichotomous, lndlcatmg whether the respondent was employed at the tlme of the interview.

("Are you currently workingg") A small majority (53 percent) of the interviewees fell into 

category. This rate is considerably higher than those reported in the earlier studies on AFDC

recipients, suggesting that welfare reform is having its predicted effect of increasing

employment (However, this is not the same as saymg that those w~th employment have achieved

economic self-sufficiency ) Informatmn on car ownership is based on the following question:

"How many vehMes (including cars, vans, trucks) do you own9 This includes your family 

household" About half (49 percent) of the sample gave a positive response (I e, owned one 

more vehicle) to this question]

Based on the exlstmg literature (see Moffitt, 1992 for summary), this study uses the

following set of addltmnal independent variables avmlable from the survey, age, the number of

young children (4 years old and younger), educational attainment, years on welfare, race, prior

hundred respondents

7. Th~s percentage is higher than estimates from audit informatmn, which indlcates that only
about a fifth of all remplents in Los Angeles County own a registered car m their ha, he (Miller
and Ong, 1999) The high percentage is probably due to two factors One, the sample includes
only those required to participate in the welfare-to-work progrmn, thus excluding many "hard to
serve" recipients. This selection is hkely to include a higher proportmn of those with a car.
Two, a positive response can be given ff another famdy or household member owns a car, and
this could produce a high percentage. The rate is consistent with pre-TANF estimates by
Federman, et al (1996), who reported that 65 percent of fanuhes receiving welfare own a car 
truck More recent estimates are also h~gh: 58 percent of recipients in Santa Cruz County m
California own a car (Coalition for Workforce Preparation, 1999), 50 percent recipients 
Alameda County in Cahfornia have an "available car," (Green, et al., 2000), half of recipients 
Michigan had access to a car (Danziger, et al., 1999). Moreover, Murakaml and Young (1997, 
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work experience, and car ownership Employment Is expected to increase with age, but at a

dechnlng rate This captures both more hfe experiences as well as greater maturity.

Employment is expected to decrease with the number of young children (ages 0 to 4 years)

because of the difficulty m finding adequate chlldcare (Ball, 1999) Higher levels of educatlon

are expected to increase the odds of being employed. Because recipients constitute a highly

disadvantaged population, educatlonal attainment is compressed toward the lower end. The

major dastinct~on ~s between those w~th and w~thout a high school education, and that is captured

by a dummy variable for those who had completed at least 12 years ofschoohng The excluded

category ~s those w~thout a h~gh school degree It is expected that long-term welfare dependency

lowers the employment rate Because of the hmltatlon of the available administrative data, time

on welfitre IS captured by a dummy variable for respondents on welfare for 90 or more months

The excluded category is less than 90 months Race/ethnic variables are included to capture any

systematic d~fferences m employment opportunities for whites relative to minontles Prior work

experience ~s captured by earnings (In log form) dunng the last half of the year before the survey.

As dxscussed m the previous section, observed car ownershlp is not an 1deal nght-hand

variable because it may not be causally independent of employment. We use two factors to

construct an instrumental variable, one related to the cost of auto ownership, and the other related

to the need for a private vehicle. Although many factors affect the cost of ownership, the single

most mlportant and sigmficant vanatzon ~s automobile insurance premmm. Insurance rates vary

consideiably by geographic location, with residents m predominantly minority neighborhoods

6) estimate that only 36 percent of single-parent, low-income households do not own a car.
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facing higher rates than other res:dents,g For th:s study, premmms for basic coverage for a single

mother range from $679 to $1,275 per year.9 We expect that the need for an automobile (Ni) 

vary with neighborhood characteristics that either increases or decreases the demand for vehMe

travel. To minimize the problem with potential correlation with employment status, job density is

not used. Instead, population denmty is used Because higher dens:ty neighborhoods have more

desired destinations nearby, the demand for vehicle travel and a pr:vate car should be lower.

Population density is based on the 1990 population at the census-tract level.

The variation in car ownership rates and the two variables (insurance rates and population

density) can be seen m Figure 1. The sample is &vlded into seven groups ranked by premmm

and density° In general, ownership rates drop from 62 percent for the group w:th the lowest

insurance cost to 40 percent for the group w:th the highest insurance cost. The rates do not drop

as much for increases in populat:on density, with the level going from 55 percent to 39 percent.

8 Not only are premmms higher m low-income, minority neighborhoods, but these are the same
areas that major insurers tend to avo:d For example, 1997 data for State Farm Mutual Insurance
Company show that the company lacks agents in most of the z~p codes m central and south-
central Los Angeles, areas that have high concentratmns of welfare rec:plents (The Foundation
for Taxpayer and Consumer Raghts, 1999; Ghonna, 1999) Only two of the 25 company’s clmms
offices are located in low-income neighborhoods

9. Insurance premmm estimates are based on reformation prowded by the following webslte.
http.//www.realquote corn Multiple quotes from different insurers were requested for each zip
code. To capture the "pure" geographic vanatmn of insurance rates, we held the characteristic of
the "applicant" constant by using the same demographic profile for every zip code: a 25-year old
single mother, employed as a civihan. She has been driving for seven years and had taken a
driver training course. She is not a student. She has one moving wolatmn, but no accidents and
is a non-smoker. She owns a 1990 Ford Escort LX, 2-door hatchback. Its value is about $8,000
new and has no antl-thetl dewces, no antMock brakes and no mrbags It has manual seatbelts
and is parked on the street She carries only the mlmmum insurance required--S15/30,000
bodily habflity, $5,000 property habfllty. She has no deductibles. The insurance premium for
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Figure 1: Car Ownership Rates
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The ~mpact of the insurance premiums and population density can be estimated using

log~t regressions The estimated equation is

Probabihty of Auto ownershlp=l/(1 +eX),

where x=(- 1 48+. 125*insurance cost+.216*population density)

The p-walue for the coefficient for insurance cost (m $100 umts) ~s .007, and the p value for

population densaty (m umts of 1,000 person per square miles) as 0501)0 The results from the

loglt regressaon are used to construct the instrumental variable, which is defined as:

IV(A,,.t) = 1 ~fthe estimated Prob(A,.t)=>.50

Else, IV(A,..t) = 

each z~p code is the average of quotes from at least a half dozen companies.
10. Estimating car ownershap with a hnear regression produces very similar results. The
simulated probability of car ownership using the results from a linear regression is highly
correlated (r=.99) with the simulated probabdlty of car ownership using results from the logit
regression.
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IV(A,, ~) is not a simple substitute for observed car ownership Only a slight majority of the

respondents have the same value for both measures (26 percent of the sample actually own a car

and were imputed to own a car, and 21 percent of the sample did not actually owned a car and

were imputed not to own a car) For 44 percent of the sample, the observed and imputed values

do not agree. Using the instrumental variable moderates the relationship with employment

outcomes Sixty percent of those observed owning a car were employed, while only 46 percent

of non-owners were, a difference of 14 percentage points. The chfference is only 11 percentage

points using the instrumental variable for automobile ownership

Multivariate analysls Is used to separate the independent effect of ownership from other

causal factors. Specifically, the loglt functional form IS used

Prt (EMPLOYED) = e~Z/(1 pZ)

for EMPLOYED c(1,0)

Z is the vector of independent variables, and beta is the vector of estimated coefficients The

means for the dependent and independent variables are listed m Table 1 There are systematic

dlfferences m the means for employed versus unemployed recipients. The statistics show that

current employment is correlated with more education, number of young children, prior earnings,

and, of course, car ownership. Interestingly, current employment does not strongly correlate

wlth age, long-term welfare dependency, and race However, covarlatlon among the independent

variables may obscure the true causal relations
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Table 1 Means of Variables

All Employed Unemployed T-Test
Recipients Recipients Recipients Probablhty

Currently Employed 0.527 0 000 1 000
Less Than HS 0 374 0.409 0 342 0.0553
Age 31.2 30.8 31.6 0.1135
Age sqttared/100 10 3 10 1 10.5 0 2354
Young Children 0 651 0 698 0 608 0 0768
Long-term Welfare User 0 256 0.261 0.251 0.7571
White 0.078 0.088 0.069 0.3281
Log of Prior Earnings 3.615 2 365 4.735 < 0001
Car Owner 0 492 0 418 0.559 < 0001
IV Car Owner 0 469 0 420 0 512 0 0t06
Insurance Premlurrdl00 9 75 9 95 9 57 0 0031
Populat~ton Densaty 1 35 1,37 1.33 0 493

N size 770 406 364

EMPIRICAL OUTCOMES

The estimated loglt models are listed m Table 2 Model 1 IS included for comparison and

is a basic human-capital model augmented wlth household (number of young children),

programmatic (long-term welfare user) and race (white) variables. Model 2 adds a variable 

observecl car ownership, while model 3 uses the instrumental variable for car ownership Model

4 replaces the instrumental variable with insurance premmm and population density. Because

the models are non-hnear, the coefficients have to be transformed to derive the marginal changes

m probability due to a one-umt change in an Independent variable. Th~s can be estimated using

the following equation:
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APr/Ax=B(p(1-p))

where B is the estlmated coefficient for variable x, and p is the observed employment probability

for the total sample

Table 2" Loglt Results

Dependent Variable
Currently Employed

Independent Varmbles
Intercept -5 661
Less Than High School -0 353
Age 0 350
Age squared -0 524
Young Children -0 096
Long-term Welfare User -0 404
White -0 180
Log of Prior Earnings 0 161
Car Owner
IV Car Owner (Ins + Density)
Insurance Premmm
Population Density

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 ModeI 4

*** -6 046 *** -5 899 *** -4 234 ***
** -0 310 * -O 334"* -0 331 **
*** 0 359 *** 0 354 *** 0 340 ***
*** -0 542 *** -0.531 *** -0 510 ***

-0 080 -0 106 -0 125
** -0 334 * -0 379 ** -0 371 *

-0 282 -0 291 -0 304
*** 0 157 *** 0 161 *** 0 161 ***

0 499 ***

Number of Observations 770 770
Llkehhood Ratlo of Covanates 93 16 I03 26

* p< 10 ** p<05 *** p< 01

0 402 **
-0 127 ***
-0 350

770 770
99 76 101 74

Most of the estimated coefficients are consistent with the pre&cted impacts discussed

earher. The impact of prior eammgs is sizeable and very mgnlficant. Those with a h~gh school

degree fare better than those with less schoohng by a &fference of about 8 to 9 percentage

points. Employment increases with age, with the effect diminishing with each additlonal year as

m&cated by the negative coefficient for age squared. The presence of younger children (ages 

to 4) decreases employment, but the estimated coefficients are not statistically s~gmficant. Very

long-term welfare usage (90 or more months) decreases the employment rate by 8 to 
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percentage points Given the widely held notion that long-term dependency creates an extremely

hard to employ population, this dafference is surprising small. The result may be due to the

select:ve nature of those required to participate m the welfare-to-work programs or to a

fundamental change m behavior caused by time limits The coefficients for the race variable are

all statv;tlcally mslgmficant. Interestingly, the estimated coefficients for the personal, household

and programmatic variables are robust across the models This indicates that these variables are

not highly colhnear with the ad&t:onal variables added to models (2), (3) and 

As expected, car ownershlp has a large and statistically slgmficant impact on

employment The presence of an observed ownersh:p ~s associated with 12 percentage point

increase m the odds of being employed Thls estimate is consistent w~th that reported for AFDC

(pre-we{fare reform) recipients (Ong, 1996). This lmphes that automobile ownership remains

just as important under welfare reform as under the old system. The estimated ~mpact, however,

may be upwardly bxased because of the causahty problem. Replacing observed ownership with

the mstrumentaI variable bears this out As expected, the explanatory power of the model

dechnes when the potentlally endogenous variable (observed car ownershlp) is removed, 

m&cated by the lower chl-square value for the covanates. However, the estimated coefficient for

the instrumental variables remains positive and stat:st:cally sigmficant, indicating that

automobile ownership has an independent effect on increasing the probablhty of being

employed. The estimated impact is smaller but nonetheless not inconsequential The ability to

own acm’, as influenced by insurance cost and populatlon density, increases the odds of having a
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job by over 9 percentage points.1~ The last model directly incorporates the Insurance premium

and populatmn density rather than indirectly through the instrumental varxable. The estimated

coefficient for population density is not statistically significant, but the estimated coefficient for

insurance premium is. Based on the result, lowering this cost by $100 can increase the odds of

employment by 4 percentage points Larger decreases have the potential of dramatically

reducing joblessness among welfare recipients.

CONCLUSION

Unquestionably, the above analysls can be refined. The mode| can be ~mproved by

Incorporating mformatlon on the locatlon of jobs, the avmtablhty and quahty ofpubhc

transportatmn, avmlablhty of loans, access to resources from friends and relatives, and other

factors. Moreover, the cross-sectmnal nature of the model falls to capture the dynamic changes

m car ownership Despite these hmitations, the analysis overwhelmingly supports the premise

that an automobile is crucml to employment Th~s conclusion is not surprising given that the

labor market mirrors the automobile-dominated structure ofmetropohtan areas The findings are

sufficiently strong to argue for programs that faclhtate car access.

Unfortunately, policy is still shaped by an earlier and largely unfounded fear of welfare

recipients waste resources on luxury cars. In about half of all states, the exlsting eligibility rules

11 To test the robustness of these results, additional models were estimated. A loglt model
using an instrumental variable based only on insurance premmm produced similar results. A
simultaneous two-stage least squares model was also estimated. Although this approach uses
linear specifications that do not restnct the predicted outcome to the 0-to-1 range, the results also
show that car ownership has a positive and statistically significant impact on employment.
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prevent an individual from having a car worth more than $4,650, and this hmlt also applies to

food stamp and MediCare ehglb:hty after a remplent leaves welfare. This makes it difficult to

purchase a very rehable car for under $4,650 12 Most available cars m th:s price range are old and

less reliable This pohcy should be ehmmated, and more should be done

Pohcy-makers should estabhsh programs that help recipients to acquire a rehable

automobile, to operate and maintain it, and to purchase insurance at a reasonable pnce. The first

objective can be achieved through a loan program that prov:des mandatory testing of potential

used cars There are potentml net gains to providing training for do-it-yourself maintenance, and

referral.,; to rehable and honest automobile repair services Some ofthls can be accomphshed at a

low cost through cooperanon w~th vocational training programs related to automobile repair.

There should be some asmstance glven to those encountenng temporary needs caused by

unforeseen disruptions to employment or major repair problems This can include providing

temporary transportatmn assistance Improwng the contmmty of employment or car ownership

can prevent short-term cnses from degenerating Into prolonged joblessness Finally, there should

be proga ams to address the high cost of automobile insurance Unfortunately, many rec~p:ents

reside in neighborhoods that suffer from "redhnmg," a practice that restricts the availability of

insurance and pushes up premium. Recipients need access to reasonably priced automobile

insurance.

12. This Is apparent in exam~mng the cars listed m the Apnl 1999 issue of Consumer Report as
"reliable used cars." The lowest price category is less than $6,000, which includes vehicles that
are 5 to 8 years old. Using that hst and updating it to include models that are a year newer, a
tabulatmn from the February 13, 2000 Los Angeles Ttmes Sunday newspaper shows that less than
half of tlhe advertised used cars had an asking price below $4,500. Most of those cars had
extremely hlgh mileage
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Some progress is being made President Chnton called for new legislation that will

enable famIhes with low amounts of equity m their cars to qualify for food stamps, increase the

vehicle asset llmlts, and apply these standard to welfare programs (U.S. President’s Office,

2000). Moreover, the proposal called for expanding the use of Individual Development Accounts

to include savings for a car. Some rehefcan come from reducing high automobile insurance

premmms. California’s 1988 Proposition 103 officially bans redhnmg, but this provision has not

been fully implemented because of resistance by the insurance companies. There is also a new

experimental "Llfehne Insurance Program" funded by the State of Cahforma This pilot program

requires that all Insurance companies offer flat rate insurance to residents of Los Angeles and San

Francisco counties to qualified drivers who earn less than 150 percent of the official poverty line

at a $450 flat fee If fully implemented, this program can promote welfare-to-work for a

sigmficant number of individuals. Taking advantage of the Lffehne Insurance Program can

dramatically decrease the cost of car ownership for a recipient, which would move this

population closer to economic self-sufficiency.
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